
TESTED, 
TRIED, TRUE: 

Meet Frank Mayer from Cornerstone Group! Frank and his team realized they needed 
more than just some “one-trick pony” benefits administration software, they needed 
a robust system with tightly integrated applications for an ultimate user experience to 
really compete. That’s why Frank and Cornerstone chose HRconnection.
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Why Cornerstone Group  
chooses HRconnection®



Thanks to HRconnection, Frank and his team 
are able to win and retain numerous accounts 
as well as generate additional revenue by 
implementing a fee-for-service model.

Many agencies go through a 
long process when considering 
technology, and Frank and 
his team were no exception. 
How did his journey lead him 
to Zywave? For that, we head 
back 10 years!

WHAT’S THE ROI?

WHY ZYWAVE?

$40,000-$60,000  
in fee-for-service

550 employee, 9 division, 30 
location cross-country account 
acquired from a national 
brokerage house generating 
$150k in commission

Because of the no PEPM 
platform, Frank estimates 
his clients save 150-200% 
compared to other ben 
admin software

I’ll be the first to say I’m not 
the best salesman in town, 
but I’m confident that because 
of HRconnection I excel at 
providing year-round HR 
support that exceeds client 
expectations and creates exit 
barriers with my current book.

Cornerstone tries to build their own system, 
and burns through close to $40k starting  
from scratch.

Realizing they had no architectural blueprint, 
no documented recovery program and no 
capital to provide a “Support and Help Desk,” 
they seek out vendor technology.

Looking for a “more than just benefits 
administration” program, Frank and his team 
evaluate HRconnection and its competitors.

Thanks to its tightly integrated applications, 
easy-to-understand user experience, and vast 
services and support offerings, Cornerstone 
chooses HRconnection.  
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EXTRA REVENUE: BONUS:MOST RECENT WIN: 



This approach allows Frank and his team to narrow the focus on prospect pain points and put forth specific 
solutions that create urgency. This type of positioning also allows them to charge a fee-for-service in certain 
situations, resulting in $40,000-$60,000 annually when implementing HRc.

WINNING WITH HRc:  
Unique selling proposition

HRconnection is a fantastic software application that gives us the
opportunity to tell a very compelling story to prospects.

Today about 80-85% of Human Resources is being bogged down with administrative tasks.  
If you do not offer solutions and administrative efficiencies to your client, somebody else 

will—either another broker, a payroll provider or some Silicon Valley startup company. 
HRconnection sets you apart from the guy down the street.

When it comes to winning new accounts at his agency, Frank starts off every meeting with 
this three-point unique selling proposition:

We have a 365-day 
solution for all the 
HR challenges that 
businesses face in 
HRc, with the easiest 
and most intuitive 
user experience to 
save you time and 
money.

My ‘dream team’ 
back office is here 
for you.

When you invest in 
us we invest back 
in you. That’s why 
we’ve partnered 
with Zywave and 
implemented 
HRconnection to 
better serve you.



Foster Dependency

HRc becomes part of the company 
culture — all employees use it as 
a communication portal, to access 
doctor and treatment information, and 
rely on it for help with plan choices. 
Employee dependency is a driver for 
the employer to keep it.

Additionally, employers rely on it 
because all acknowledgements and 
documentation requiring employee 
signature is stored on HRc. Employers 
lose all those all those electronic files if 
they decide not to use it in the future.  

1. Prove ROI

When a renewal conversation 
comes up, he highlights the 
estimated ROI clients receive 
because they have the platform, 
which comes out to 150-
200%.  And, because he has 
BrokerageBuilder and Broker 
Briefcase as well, Frank can 
generate a stewardship report 
that shows all Cornerstone has 
done for the client on top of  
this ROI.

2.

RETAINING WITH HRc:  
Natural exit barrier

Retaining clients is paramount in 
the insurance industry, and thanks 
to HRconnection, Frank has been 
able to drive notable retention at  
his agency in the following ways:



In a crowded marketplace, 
Zywave’s services and support 
teams continue to be a huge 
differentiator. There’s no “black 
hole” here. If you have questions, 
Zywave has answers. Frank 
experiences this first hand, time 
and time again. The minute Frank 
decided to work with Zywave, his 
services and support teams took 
action:

Personal project manager was assigned

Training sessions were scheduled

Data uploads were completed by the 
Zywave team

1:1 consultant built his first HRc site

Marketing materials were provided to 
help him promote HRc to his clients 
and prospects

Zywave support is one of its biggest 
values. I’ve felt the sting with other 
vendors leaving me in the dust after 
implementing their tools, but not 
with Zywave. Their support teams are 
phenomenal, second to none.

SUPPORT WITH HRc:  
Second to none.


